3. ARCHERY
3.1 GENERAL TERMS
The Archery competitions shall be organised in accordance with the most recent technical
regulations of the “World Archery Federation” (WA). In any dispute the English text shall be
regarded as authoritative.
The programme and duration of competitions are fixed by the Executive Committee in
agreement with the Organising Committee and the CTI. The competitions shall last five (5)
days and include:
I.

Individual events:
Men:
Women:

- Recurve bow (or division)
- Compound bow
- Recurve bow
- Compound bow

II. Team events:
Men:
Women:

- Recurve bow
- Compound bow
- Recurve bow
- Compound bow

III. Mixed team events:
- Recurve bow
- Compound bow
Each country is authorised to enter a maximum of seventeen (17) persons: twelve (12)
competitors and five (5) officials.
In each event, each country may enter:
I. Individual events:
A maximum of three (3) competitors in each bow category and gender (three (3) RW, three
(3) RM, three (3) CW, three (3) CM)
II. Team events:
A maximum of one (1) team in each bow category and gender (one (1) Team RW, one (1)
Team RM, one (1) Team CW, one (1) Team CM)
Note: If a country is unable to present a compound bow team for either men's or women's
events, it shall be allowed to present a gender-combined compound team to compete in the
men's compound bow event (one (1) man + two (2) women, or two (2) men + one (1)
woman).
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III. Mixed team events:
A maximum of one (1) team in each bow category (one (1) Mixed Team REC and one (1)
Mixed Team COM)
To shoot in the elimination phase the archers can be the same ones that make the
qualification or any other ones that the delegation appoint. Once both archers are selected,
no replacement is allowed.
At the first General Technical Meeting, the Head of Delegation or his/her representative shall
confirm and sign the official list of competitors accredited by the CIC.
3.2 PRE-COMPETITION PROCEDURE

Three months before the Championship, the Organising Committee has the right to collect
25% of the total cost of stay per athlete and official from participating countries.

3.3 TECHNICAL OFFICIALS

3.3.1 Nomination and costs
International technical officials are nominated and selected by the FISU Technical Delegate
and WA. Travel expenses, full board, accommodation and the per diem according to the
FISU-WA Partnership agreement are to be borne by the Organising Committee.
The Organising Committee shall bear the costs of travel and board for the NTOs.
Other costs are referenced in the FISU – WA partnership agreement.

3.3.2 Number of technical officials needed
-

2 experienced international judges from the continent where the event is organised,
but not from the host country.

-

2 experienced international judges from other continents.

-

Up to 10 NTO’s (ratio of 1 judge per 25 archers).
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